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FINANCIAL SUPPORT STILL NEEDED

I

n last fall’s issue of The Dragon’s Tale, we made a request for support
in funding The Experience Company (TEC). We appreciate what
we’ve received from several alumni—it’s a solid start—but additional
contributions are needed. Here is why:
Need for Updated Communications, Alumni Information
Previous communications have been brief and mostly consisted of two
annual issues of The Dragon’s Tale. (Past issues are available at www.
nebraskabeta.com/dragons-tale.) With our capital campaign and the
renovation of our chapter house, a group of alumni believed we needed
to take communications to a higher level. We had an almost non-existent
database of alumni information, including contact information. Even
the General Fraternity’s database (which we often used) was out-of-date.
For the past six years, we have made quantum leaps in establishing and
maintaining an accurate database. Our updates have also been shared with
the General Fraternity to improve their communications.
Scholarship Award Endowment
Further discussions centered on the need for alumni support for our
undergraduates. From this, The Experience Company was born. While
we have worked on several projects, the three main concentrations have
been the mentoring program, internship program, and communications,
including The Dragon’s Tale. TEC also provides scholarships totaling $2,000
to three undergraduates each semester. The scholarships are competitive,
and those selected are expected to help maintain our database and website.

Essentially, this is a job that helps alumni and the chapter, while helping to
finance the recipients’ educations.
Publications and TEC Programs Funding
Additional expenses are incurred for newsletter publishing (about $4,500
per year), the mentor program and training new mentors, our intern
program (read about the successful experience Josh Griesen ’16 had with
the program below), and a fall banquet (November in each of the last two
years). The banquet is open to all alumni, undergraduates, and their parents
to explain the benefit of each of TEC’s programs.
Last November, we encouraged $50 contributions from alumni, several of
whom donated more. (Board members of TEC support the organization
with significant monetary contributions, in addition to hours of efforts.)
We also stated that we would make a pitch for funds in every fall issue
of The Dragon’s Tale. Our chapter has had a great run, but we must not
rest on prior accomplishments. The future is in front of us, and we need
support from everyone reading this newsletter. The Experience Company
is a 501(c)(3) entity, and though there are income tax changes taking place,
individuals who make contributions may be eligible for a federal deduction,
if itemizing. A return envelope for your donation is included in this issue.
Thank you, for your understanding, emotional support, and for your
anticipated financial gifts to Alpha Tau. You are helping to ensure what
we’re doing continues our legacy as a shining star in all of Beta Theta Pi.

ALPHA TAU CREATES STRONG CONNECTIONS
Josh Greisen ’16 Is Headed Toward a Prosperous Future

J

osh Greisen ’16 entered the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln as a sophomore in credit
hours, having taken college courses in high school.
He made plans to graduate in three years. His determined spirit drives him as a student and as a
Beta brother.

found out many of the members were engineers,
pre-med majors, and a group of highly driven,
sharp men. I knew my existing personal characteristics mirrored those of the tenacious members
and I knew being surrounded by like-minded
people would push me toward success.”

When applying for admission to UNL, Josh already knew he wanted to major in marketing. He
set his sights high as he worked on his goals. Three
years later, in addition to his upcoming graduation, Josh will be receiving a certification of professional selling.

“To capitalize on the opportunities Alpha Tau
offered, I served as social chairman throughout
my entire freshman year. This role matured my
existing strengths and study focus, such as preparing for meetings, the execution of an event
and maintaining follow-up schedules.”

During recruitment and as he considered Beta, Josh
looked to some older friends he knew from Omaha that were Betas. Their
personal opinions and testimonials assured him that he would fit in well. “I

Josh was also a sales intern with Sandhills Publishing as an undergraduate, a part-time position that became full time
(Continued on page 6)
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The Experience
Company Report

O

ur vision of putting Alpha Tau on the
map as the top fraternity in the nation
is finally coming to fruition. The Experience
Company, founded in 2016, continues to
produce groundbreaking work in placing our
undergraduates with the best possible internships. We pair actives with alumni who can
mentor, encourage professional growth, and
offer invaluable guidance on their post-college journeys.
The Experience Company presently has 47
undergraduate-alumni pairings, with more
to be made soon. This program has provided over 60 percent of the active chapter with
a professional support system and network.
Mentors and mentees maintain consistent
communication with one another while setting mutual goals, discussing their top five
Gallup strengths, and determining how to
capitalize on these strengths in their personal
and professional lives.
Through the alumni and professional network utilized by The Experience Company,
17 of our 25 undergraduate candidates have
been successfully placed with internships for
the summer of 2018, with the remainder to
be placed by summer. The interns are offered
various workshops to supplement their professional knowledge and give them an upper
hand when applying to companies. These
workshops offer résumé reviews, professional
communications, business etiquette and interview preparation. Specific workshops are conducted by companies such as Ameritas Life Insurance Corporation, Hudl, Oath, and others.
Many success stories have materialized
through the hard work and dedication
provided by The Experience Company,
none of which would be possible without
the generous contributions and involvement
of alumni, undergraduates, and parents. We
encourage all of you to help foster the growth
and success of Alpha Tau by contributing to
this invaluable organization that has already
provided over 70 members with prime
job opportunities and crucial life skills.
Additionally, if you would like to offer any
potential internship/career positions, contact
information, donations, or time in becoming
an alumni mentor, please send an e-mail to
experiencecompany@nebraskabeta.com.
Thank you for your contributions!
Yours in ___kai___,
The Experience Company
Undergraduate Team

PHILANTHROPY REPORT

B

eta Theta Pi has taken the forefront in community involvement at UNL this academic
year, organizing numerous philanthropic events. Alpha Tau wasted no time starting off
the fall strong, hosting “Burger Bash” to support Lighthouse’s after-school program in Lincoln.
The custom make-your-own burger bar was a huge success, raising over $6,000 to support
Lighthouse’s mission of providing a safe, educational environment for at-risk youth.
In February, we hosted a miracle family for Dance Marathon, UNL’s day-long dance party
benefitting the Children’s Miracle Network and the Children’s Hospital and Medical Center in
Omaha. Landon, a child battling a malignant brain tumor, and his family came to speak at formal Monday night dinner to share their story and rally support for the event. Alpha Tau raised
more than $2,200 for the cause, and several of our members hold Dance Marathon positions
and took on major roles with the logistics.
Alpha Tau held Backpack in Black on March 29, a battle-of-the-bands between Beta, Sigma
Phi Epsilon, and Phi Delta Theta. The event drew over 500 attendees and supported Lincoln
public schools’ Backpack Lunch program through the Lincoln Food Pantry.
On April 19, we enjoyed Festa Italiana, an all-you-can-eat pasta feed at the Delta Delta Delta
chapter house. Our brothers partnered with the Tri Deltas for the event, which raised money
for the St. Jude Research Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee.
There are incredible things in store for Alpha Tau over the coming year, and I cannot express
my excitement for opportunities to work alongside the 2018 executive team, and the rest of our
chapter, to help make each of these events successful.
Yours in ___kai___,
Phil Holubeck ’17, Philanthropy Chairman

Chapter Counselor Report

T

he General Fraternity of Beta Theta Pi
consists of 138 chapters and colonies all over
North America. Alpha Tau has been a recognized
example of an outstanding chapter for the past
15-plus years, as demonstrated by our Knox,
Sisson and NIC awards.
As Nebraska’s alumni chapter counselor and
three-year member of the General Fraternity’s
Board of Trustees, it is good for alumni to be
aware of the issues we face. The past few years
have seen many university presidents question
the value of the Greek system. Last year alone,
there was a schoolwide shutdown or suspension
of Greek activities for a period of time at about
30 universities. Some were due to hazing, alcohol
abuse, assaults on women, or in a few cases,
student deaths.
We are taking steps to move toward substancefree housing in all Beta living units. To date,
over 30 North American chapters allow inhouse drinking. (The Alpha Tau Chapter and
the University of Nebraska do not allow alcohol
or other drugs in approved living units. This is
monitored to avoid any issues.) The General
Fraternity plans to standardize member
education programs for all chapters so that new
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members will receive the same type of experience
and, hopefully, eliminate or reduce the chances
for hazing.
Challenges facing Greek organizations were
addressed in the spring 2017 issue of The Dragon’s
Tale, which you may read at www.nebraskabeta.
com/sites/betathetapi/files/Dragon%27s%20
Tale%20-%202017%20Spring.pdf.
The next few years will be significant, as the
landscape on college campuses changes. Beta
Theta Pi and the Alpha Tau Chapter hope to be
leaders in bringing about positive change within
the Greek community.
The Daily Nebraskan, the campus newspaper,
offered several articles on UNL Greek life in
its April 2, 2018, edition. Visit http://projects.
dailynebraskan.com/greek-life/ to read more.
Tanner Haas ’16, last year's recruitment
chairman, was quoted in this article. http://
projects.dailynebraskan.com/greek-life/
recruitment/
Yours in ___kai___,
Mike Wortman ’67 , Chapter Counselor
mwortman66@gmail.com
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ALUMNI RELATIONS REPORT

A

lpha Tau has entered an era of unparalleled
alumni involvement, with several generations of successful Betas seeking opportunities to
push the limits of greatness for our chapter. The
Alpha Tau Chapter always appreciates alumni involvement, especially as you have taken initiative
in mentoring our actives and connecting them
with internship and career opportunities. Our
alumni involvement is miles ahead of any chapter at UNL, and we couldn’t be more thankful for
the hard work you’ve put into building our prestigious chapter.
Whether you are just passing through town or
live in Lincoln, we encourage you to stop by the
chapter house for a formal dinner on Mondays
at 5:30 p.m., followed by our chapter meeting at
6:15 p.m. Please contact me at least one week in

advance if you are interested in attending so that
I may notify the chapter and make the necessary
arrangements.
If Monday nights do not suit your schedule, feel
free visit us any other time. We will communicate with alumni events in the months ahead to
discuss any upcoming functions and our alumni
recruitment event. Your support plays an integral
role in the success of Alpha Tau. Look for emails
or visit www.nebraskabeta.com/alumni as we
prepare for another great year of sharing stories
and connecting alumni with active members.
Yours in ___kai___,
Gage Mruz ’16
Alumni Relations Chairman
alumni@nebraskabeta.com

President’s Report

I

am honored and humbled to serve as president
of the Alpha Tau Chapter this spring, and to
follow in the footsteps of phenomenal past presidents. I feel energized and confident as I lead our
chapter over the year ahead. Because our chapter
house is comprised of so many natural leaders and
achievers, it is no surprise the Beta name is ringing loudly all across campus. We have gone above
and beyond to maintain and improve our highly
valued pillars of service, involvement, leadership,
and academics.
It has been an exciting year for Alpha Tau, filled
with many accomplishments from the active chap- Congratulations to Brothers Will Schulenberg ’16,
John Pfeifer ’16, and Chase Caverzagie ’16, who
ter. We secured the highest fraternity GPA on city
were selected to Mortar Board.
campus with a 3.44. Three junior brothers were
selected for Mortar Board Senior Honor Society:
Chase Caverzagie ’16, Will Schulenberg ’16 and me. Nathan Goltz ’16, Griffin Mims ’16 and Will
Schulenberg ’16 will serve as new student enrollment leaders this summer.
We spiced things up with our fall philanthropy and celebrated our first-ever Burger Bash. The event’s
beneficiary, Lighthouse, founded by Pete Allman ’76, is an important fixture in the Lincoln community. The February Dance Marathon included 36 of our members, which you can read about further
in the Philanthropy Report.
Our active chapter strives to never be satisfied with where we are; complacency is not an option in
our chapter house and we are excited to see our forward progression this year. With the efforts of my
fellow execs, Chapter Advisor Mike Wortman ’67, District Chief Mark Antonson ’04, and our many
supportive alumni, we are well equipped to make these strides. Thanks to everyone involved in our
successes; it is greatly appreciated.
Alpha Tau congratulates our graduating seniors, most of whom will receive additional schooling or
enter the business world. We applaud them, and wish continued success in their new role as alumni.
Yours in __kai__,
John Pfeifer ’16, Chapter President
president@nebraskabeta.com
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RECRUITMENT
REPORT
Recommendations
Needed By June 15!

I

t is an honor to serve as recruitment chairman for Alpha Tau this year. Recruitment is
one of the most important roles of any Greek
chapter, and we look forward to adding future
leaders to our chapter and to the university.
Recognizing how important this role is, we
have two other members of the team, Connor Boyens ’18 and Erik Goodwin ’18, who
will be assisting me this summer. I am from
Lincoln; Connor is from Omaha; and Erik is
from Kansas City, Kan.
The main characteristics we will look for are
driven young men with leadership potential
and a desire to grow intellectually. In this
pursuit, we hope to receive many recommendations from alumni. In order for the recruitment team to have ample time to engage with
a potential new member (PNM), please have
your recommendations submitted no later
than June 15. Although no bid cards are guaranteed, every recommended PNM will have a
guaranteed recruitment dinner.
We anticipate most of our recruitment will
be completed by mid-July. View our schedule at www.nebraskabeta.com/recruitment
and follow our efforts. We got off to an early
start hosting a barbecue on March 3, when
our chapter spent the evening meeting with
PNMs during Greek Preview. The barbecue
was a great way to commence the 2018 season, and we look forward to the upcoming
events this summer.
Alpha Tau members are excited to get to work
and very much want to hear from interested
alumni. A recruitment form is located on
page 6 of this newsletter. Please complete and
return it with your recommendation(s).
Yours in ___kai___,
Tyler Gill ’17
Recruitment Chairman
(402) 405-6300
recruitment@nebraskabeta.com
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Scholarship Report

A

lpha Tau remained the top fraternity in GPA on city campus last fall with a 3.44, placing
second to FarmHouse, which obtained a 3.59. Our chapter continues to stress grades and
this was the first semester under a new GPA requirement of 2.9 for the entire chapter.
This 2.9 GPA is the new standard for all members of the Alpha Tau Chapter—not just initiates.
This grade requirement increase is not meant to intimidate members, but rather to emphasize
that we want to continue to push ourselves academically. Our goal as a chapter is to obtain a
3.5 chapter GPA in the spring 2018 semester. Our members are motivated to accomplish this
feat and we believe this goal is attainable. There were six pledges who failed to make grades this
year. Yes, this seems like a lot, but doing research through the past semesters, the now-sophomore class would have had five people not be initiated after the first semester of pledgeship,
and the now-junior class would have also had five. So the numbers may be scary but not inconsistent with what would have happened had the GPA requirement always been 2.9.
The scholarship team is working on being more hands-on with members this semester and in
the future. To help accomplish this, the scholarship cabinet members and I signed contracts with
those who had been placed on academic assistance plans. This will help in the effort to raise
grades. We will be giving grade checks to the second semester pledges, and even going through
and organizing weekly schedules for members having difficulty with organizational skills.
To make our current goal of a 3.5 GPA possible, we have to devote more time and effort to
those who may be struggling. This devotion is what brotherhood is truly about and not simply
an act to obtain recognition for having one of the best GPAs on campus. We don’t want any
brothers to fail and serving them however we can is how we can continue to succeed academically. We are excited to see how these changes improve the Alpha Tau Chapter.
Yours in ___kai___,
Kevin Woolworth ’17
Scholarship Chairman

2018 EXECUTIVE OFFICERS
President
John Pfeifer ’16
president@nebraskabeta.com

Recruitment Chairman
Tyler Gill ’17
recruitment@nebraskabeta.com

Vice President
Jack Rice ’16

Alumni Relations Chairman
Gage Mruz ’16
alumni@nebraskabeta.com

Secretary
Brian Smith ’16
Treasurer
Drew Spadaro ’17

Pledge Educator
Connor Eksi ’17

Risk Manager
Jesse Rood ’16
Scholarship Chairman
Kevin Woolworth ’17
Social Chairman
Tyler Jacobson ’17
Philanthropy Chairman
Phil Holubeck ’17

Congratulations, New Initiates
Keegan Schuchart, AT 2464
Alex Kinnaman, AT 2465
Karl Schenk, AT 2466
Max Van Arsdall, AT 2467
Riley Berner, AT 2468
Connor Boyens, AT 2469
DJ Bergo, AT 2470
Jack Ellis, AT 2471
Erik Goodwin, AT 2472

Luke Jarecke, AT 2473
Brady McDonald, AT 2474
Tanner Ourada, AT 2475
Michael Gries, AT 2476
Trevor Mumford, AT 2477
Quincy Ulrich, AT 2478
Christian Prim, AT 2479
Jared Ladd, AT 2480
Kellen Habegger, AT 2481

Charles Erker, AT 2482
Brett Babcock, AT 2483
Ross Wiebenga, AT 2484
Owen Faron, AT 2485
Cameron Claborn, AT 2486
Sam Buechler, AT 2487
David Gutgesell, AT 2488
Peter Goodin, AT 2489
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Pledge Educator
Report

W

e welcomed 26 initiates to our brotherhood this spring. It is truly incredible watching the new initiates contribute in
chapter meetings and to continual growth of
the house. Recruitment will start in less than
a month, and the new initiates are ecstatic at
the opportunity to have a hand in welcoming a new pledge class, for which I will be responsible in the fall semester. We had, unfortunately, six pledges that did not make their
grades for the fall semester. See the Scholarship Report. I am currently overseeing these
second semester pledges and working with
the scholarship team to ensure their success.
I cannot wait for the new pledge class, and am
currently working to make improvements to
the pledge program that will further emphasize songs, lore, and grades. Along with these
classic Beta staples, I am also looking to set
the base for a successful future outside of our
collegiate years. The Experience Company is
on the rise, and will be used as a motivating
factor for the next pledge class to emphasize
that now is the time to begin focusing on the
future. This being said, these four collegiate
years will be the best of the new pledges’ lives,
so I will make sure they take advantage of
their freshman year and enjoy themselves,
while adhering to the new 2.9 GPA requirements. It is my ultimate goal to have all
pledges initiated after their pledge semester,
which is a feat I believe can be accomplished
with the help of our Chapter Counselor Mike
Wortman ’67. (If a pledge does not make his
grades first semester, most are re-pledged for
a second chance at meeting grade requirements.)
I am excited to collaborate with the new executive team in creating an environment of success and growth. I believe this executive team
has the chemistry that will work together to
ensure Beta Theta Pi remains the top house
on campus. The support from the executive
team, current chapter members, and our incredible alumni will make my job easier. I
would also like to shoutout my mentor, Anna
Pressler, for her continual support and ideas,
which will help me reach my ultimate goal.
Yours in ___kai___,
Connor Eksi ’17
Pledge Educator
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Our Mystic Shrine
J. William “Bill” Gibson ’59 entered Our Mystic
Shrine on December 29, 2017. After graduating
from UNL, Bill entered the U.S. Air Force, where
he would serve for five years and earn the rank
of captain. After assignments in the Philippines,
Japan and Vietnam, he returned to Lincoln, and
obtained his master’s degree. Bill and his wife,
Barb, had two daughters, Michelle and Jennifer.
After a 27-year career with Shell Oil, the family settled in Huntington Beach, CA. Bill maintained close ties to Alpha Tau throughout his
adult life, lending his support to the chapter’s
capital campaign.
Several of his pledge brothers noted, “Bill was
the glue that kept our pledge class together,” or
“When you met Bill, you just knew you were his
unconditional great friend.” From his funeral
program, it was noted, “He made lifelong friendships with his fraternity brothers. The fraternity taught them to study, learn etiquette by their
house mom, and be men of principle—respect
leadership, choose to act responsibly, speak honestly, listen actively, and recognize and respect
the worth of each person. These principles were
followed in his life.” Bill enjoyed playing golf,
traveling, taking cruises, driving his Austin
Healy and 1957 Chevy hardtop, and rooting on
the Cornhusker football team. Bill was preceded in death by his brother, Robert J. Gibson ’64.
Bill is survived by his wife Barb of 42.5 years, and
their two daughters.

Terry R. Carpenter ’60 entered Our Mystic
Shrine on January 19, 2018, after a lengthy battle with lung cancer. Terry was born in Iowa and
played football in high school. His obituary noted that he had higher hurdles than most to afford
his college education. He was working as kitchen staff at a sorority when he first met his true
love, Jane. Terry credited much of his character
growth to being a part of Beta. Terry served his
country in the U.S. Navy, later transitioning to a
career in the banking industry and became one
of the country’s youngest bank presidents. Following his retirement, Terry and his wife, Jane,
moved to Richland, MI, where they founded a
real estate company and continued to be staunch
supporters of Alpha Tau Chapter and the capital
campaign. His fraternal legacy was later carried
on by his son, Rob Carpenter ’83, who was featured in the fall 2017 issue of The Dragon’s Tale,
(https://www.nebraskabeta.com/sites/betathetapi/files/Dragon%27s%20Tale%20-%202017%20
Fall.pdf), and his grandsons, Tyler Carpenter
’11 and A.J. Carpenter ’15. Terry is survived by
his wife, two children, and five grandchildren.
John E. Lahiff ’61 entered Our Mystic Shrine
on December 3, 2017. A resident of Farmington Hills, MI, John served as Alpha Tau’s chapter president his senior year. He loved driving
to campus in his Chevy Corvette and eventually
carried his vehicular passion over to his professional career, working as an auto industry exec-

utive for many years. One of his pledge brothers
recalled that “he was always knowledgeable and
sincere and will be missed.” John retained strong
ties to the Alpha Tau Chapter and was a supporter of our capital campaign. He is survived by his
wife of 17 years, Jacquelyn, four children, and
five grandchildren. He was preceded in death by
two wives.
Steven W. Hilgenfeld ’98 entered Our Mystic
Shrine on November 7, 2017, at the University of
Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha after a long
battle with cancer. He graduated from Humboldt High School as class valedictorian. After
completing his undergraduate degree, Steven
began a 15-year career with Information Technology, Inc., and its successor, Fiserv, a financial
services software company. In 2007, he married
Stephanie, and moved back to his hometown of
Dawson, NE, following the birth of the couple’s
first child. Steven was a previous Grand Master
of the Humboldt Masonic Lodge and enjoyed
woodworking, gardening, cooking and music.
He will be remembered by those who knew and
loved him as having always carried a positive attitude and an infectious sense of humor. Steven
is survived by his mother, wife, and three living
children. He was preceded in death by one child
who Steve is holding in his arms in heaven.

ALUMNI NEWS
John C. “Jack” Craft ’59 is the “Beta of the Year” as announced by the
Kansas City Alumni Association. He is a graduate of the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, and Northwestern University Law School. He was an
Assistant Missouri Attorney General and Assistant U.S. Attorney for the
Western District of Missouri.

Jon Wendt ’65 had a conversation four years ago, while waiting to tee off at
Corte Bella Golf Club (Sun City West, AZ), about how a military veterans
group would help bring the Corte Bella community together. Corte Bella
Vets is now an established part of the northwest Phoenix area. The club is
committed to helping veterans and active duty military and advancing the
knowledge of veterans and their families. The organization has monthly
meetings and over the last four years has donated over $110,000 to worthy
veterans-related charitable organizations.

Jack has long been active in Kansas City politics and civic affairs, serving as
chairman of the KC Port Authority; a director on the boards for Research
Hospital, the Research School of Nursing, Citizen’s for Missouri’s Children,
Family and Children Services of KC, and Friends of the Zoo; and a member
of the executive committee and the board of directors of the Greater Kansas
City Chamber of Commerce. Jack was chairman of the new Zoo campaign
in 1990.

Jon served in the United States Marine Corps after graduating from high
school. He was named honor pledge at the end of pledgeship at UNL. He used
the GI Bill for his graduate work at Sam Houston State University. He became
an FBI agent and served the Bureau with distinction until his retirement.

In 1987, Jack founded Craft Fridkin and Rhyne, LLC, a law firm which
specialized in business and regulatory matters. On January 1, 2004, his firm
merged its practice with Lathrop and Gage LLP. Jack and his wife, Karen,
have two daughters and three grandchildren.

Jon commented that fellow Alpha Tau Betas Tom Colwell, Dick Elliott, Eric
Lonnquist, and Bruce McKeag are also Corte Bella residents, and Eric and
Bruce are pledge brothers. Jon also noted that other pledge brothers Bob
Trotter, Bob Keim and Gary Frazer are in the Phoenix Metro area—as well
as others who were in the chapter at the same time. Jon may be reached at
jonwendt@cox.net.
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Josh Greisen ’16

The

(Continued from page 1)

due to Josh’s successful performance. This
internship led to an employment offer from
Sandhills that Josh has accepted upon his May
graduation; he will have exclusive sales territories in Indiana and Kentucky.
Josh also gained a mentor through The Experience Company mentor program, Bill Dana
’76. Bill shared, “Josh is such a driven young
man. His energy and innovations are incredible. I recall a meeting where I commented how
setting short and long term goals is rewarding
and helps to keeps you focused. The next time
we met, Josh had taken the initiative and made
a list of goals that he wanted to share with me!”
Bill says he has benefited as much, if not more,
from their bond. “It’s exhilarating to be around
someone so full of energy, such a rock star, and
so charismatic.”
When asked about Bill, Josh affirms the bond
by saying, “Bill and I have a lot in common. We
both love to be on the lake, we are both from
Omaha, and career-wise he is one of the most
accomplished men I know. We both share an
interest in sales and business. Our match has
grown into a friendship more than a career
oriented partnership. He offers me advice
from a commercial standpoint but guides me
in my day to day life. I feel his investment in
my future comes from a pure desire to see me
be a successful, whole and fulfilled man. I enjoy our regular contact through lunches, weekend hang outs, texts and phone calls. I know
that Bill is always ready and available to offer
his support. I anticipate our connection will
continue to grow for years to come.” Josh can
be reached at jgreisen147@yahoo.com.
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Attention: This newsletter is intended for alumni and parents. If your son is still attending the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln, he will receive a copy at the chapter house. If he has graduated, please send his
permanent address to updates@nebraskabeta.com. Thank you.

Recruitment
Recommendations Needed!

A

lumni, we value your input on membership selection. If you know someone who would be an
asset to the chapter, please send the information below to Recruitment Chairman Tyler Gill ’17
at recruitment@nebraskabeta.com.

Prospect’s name: ______________________________________________________________

www.nebraskabeta.com

Prospect’s cell phone, if available: _________________________________________________

f

Prospect’s e-mail: ______________________________________________________________

FACEBOOK

Home address: ________________________________________________________________

Beta Theta Pi - University of Nebraska

High school attended: __________________________________________________________

l

Intended major: _______________________________________________________________

TWITTER
@Beta_UNL

Activities: ____________________________________________________________________
Parent/guardian phone: _________________________________________________________

-

E-mail: ______________________________________________________________________

INSTAGRAM

Is prospect a Beta legacy? If yes, provide full details: ____________________________________

@beta_unl

i
LINKEDIN

Beta Theta Pi, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

____________________________________________________________________________
Reference submitted by: _______________________________________________________

